INFOPACK
YOUTH EXCHANGE

“SAVE EARTH
SAVE HUMANITY”
FROM 1st M A R C H TO 9th MARCH, 2022

PERVOLIA VILLAGE, CYPRUS

Project description
The project aims to promote environmental inclusion and building network among youth from different
countries, through youth exchange. The aim of the project also is encouraging youth how to prevent
pollution, to spread the information about environmental problems to the local community. We will
work on raising public interest in the environmental challenges of our planet.

Profile of participants
Each partner will provide 5 participants and 1 group leader for the project.
The general profile of the participants for YE is following: Participants coming from various fields,
also with a diverse background with an interest/ experience in social entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurial learning, the age of 18-30, with the basic level of English language and commitment
to the project.
The participants of the project are:
- Active, open minded and ready to get creative;
- Committed to learning and constant improvement;
- Ready to use gained knowledge, pass it on to other people;
- Willing to participate in various events;
- Are not afraid to play a meaningful role in their organization or community.

Countries involved
Cyprus, Spain, Poland, Italy and Lithuania

Working language
The working languages of the project will be English.

Activities
Participants will take part in non-formal education workshops that will help them to fully understand
the environmental situation effect on their life, will take active part in their learning process will gain
international experience.
All the participants are expected to participate fully in all activities, unless you are ill. Unauthorized
absence from activities and workshops is not permitted. The workshops are done and run, so that all
the participants will be able to share their point of view. We expect you to be very participative and
involved in the Youth Exchange and with the subject. If less than 80% of the program is attended, it
will not be possible to be reimbursed for the international travel costs. The workshops are done by
groups, depending on theme of the workshop, the groups can be mixed or not. We film and photograph
all the activities and workshops. These images are for the own use of ARGONAFTES. If you have any
problem with it, don’t hesitate to tell us, and we will manage to not film or photograph you.

Goals
- To provide participants with the necessary skills, knowledge, and attitudes on the inclusion of young
people in activities which are connected to environmental issues;
- To share experience and examples of good and bad practices by methods of non-formal education and
learning from each other;
- The purpose of this project is to make awareness of youth about pollution;

- To find ways how to solve environmental problems in each country;
- To spread the information among young people how to prevent pollution;
- To share opinions, approaches, experience, and information on environmental situation and issues
among participating countries;
- Promoting healthy lifestyle activities for young people, in terms of environmental protection;
- To raise awareness about recycling through artistic activities and workshops among young people;
- Increasing the awareness about environmental pollution and its effect on our health;
- Empower young people in active citizenship taking responsibility in their countries and participating
in the decision making process regarding the protection of the environment;
- To give young people an example of cooperation on the international level and encourage them to
undertake similar activities in the future;

Impact
The participants will acquire new skills, will develop new competencies; apart from the impact that the
YE will have on them directly, when the activity will take place, by interacting in an intercultural
context, by experiencing a different learning environment, the impact will be sustainable as they will
implement in their local communities their new competencies and abilities.

Access/transport :
Larnaca or Pafos, no other airports accepted by our National Agency!!!

Accommodation and Activity place
Participants will be accommodated in ‘Dimosiografiko Chorio Pervolia’ (7560 Pervolia, Larnaca,
Cyprus), located in front of a beautiful beach, in rooms of 4-6 people of the same gender. They will
be provided with 3 meals a day and coffee / snacks during coffee breaks in between sessions (Enalia
Restaurant). For any food special needs, allergies or diet, please mention it in the application form that
you receive. You can bring your swimming suit and you can also have access to football pitch!

What to bring with you
For this project, we kindly ask you to prepare in advance these 3 events:
• The presentation of your organization. We demand you to bring clear information about the

main activities of your organization, so that you can present it at the organization gallery during the
training course.
• The cultural evening. Each country group will have to organize a cultural evening, where you

will have to present some elements of your culture, in any way you want (sketch,
songs, presentation, game, map, posters, and postcards about your country/region/town...). You can
use PowerPoint or any other visual medium for your presentation, you are totally free!
• The international coffee. This event is a special moment of this project, we will discover each

country by some gastronomic specialties (food and/or drinks). You are free to do whatever you want.
You can cook a traditional meal such as a starter, a main meal, or a dessert, or you can bring some
traditional delights.
You also need to bring:
• Personal hygienic kit and towel set
• medicine that you usually take
• Your artistic skills! Any talent that you can share with us, which you definitely will need during
creativity workshops.

Travel cost and reimbursements
We will refund you based on actual costs incurred and on presentation of:
- Invoice of the plane ticket
- Boarding Pass with the clear mention of the passenger
- All other transportation-related bills
All refunding procedures will be done after the training project and directly to your sending
association, which is the official partner of the project
Sending Association
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6

OTHER INFORMATION
 In Cyprus we are using Euro Currency.
 We are driving on the left of the road so you must be very careful when you are crossing the road.
 We use triple plugs, not double plugs.
 Early arrivals (1 or 2 days before the beginning of the project), or late departures (1 or 2 days
afterthe project) will be the own responsibility of the participants. So all the participants have to
be at this project location on the first day morning, and left it on the last day during the day. So,
if you want to stay few days longer, before or after this project, we will not be able to host you at
this project location. So, you will have to find a place to stay at your own, and all your cost during
these days will be yours to pay. If you have difficulties with it, contact us, we can give you some
information.
 Please find below all the links with the necessary information you need to know before travelling to
Cyprus regarding measurements for covid-19. You must check if there is any change until the
previous day of your flight.
Ministry of Health: https://www.pio.gov.cy/coronavirus/eng/categories/en-fly
General information from the airport: https://www.hermesairports.com/covid-19
Cyprus Flight Pass: https://cyprusflightpass.gov.cy/en/application-process

CONTACT
Michalis Constantinou vouno7@cytanet.com.cy / tel +357 99 620226
Fezile Ozatac fezile_ozatac@yahoo.com / tel +90 542 8575841

